The difficulty of using and study dence to the performance of Yuan Ke related to water, such as "jump into the river," "cross the river," "cross the gully," and "come to the shore," suggests the blocking and change of acting space. In Hangong qiu, the heroine commits suicide by jumping into a river. The action is pronounced by a character immediately after the action is taken as suggested by the stage direction ("act out jumping into the river").77 In Wu Yuan chui xiao, before she performs the action of jumping into the river, the heroine says that she wants to be remembered as a faithful woman who sacrifices herself by jumping into the river while holding a stone.78 The presence of gully is suggested in such stage directions as "act out crossing the gully," "act out jumping over the gully," and "act out coming out of the gully." A deep and wide gully with a single-log bridge is mentioned in the speech of the hero before he crosses a gully as suggested by two stage directions.79 In Maling dao, one stage direction {Zheng mo zuo guo qiao ke-Zheng mo acts out walking across the bridge) is followed immediately by the hero s speech, "I have walked across this bridge."80 In Zhongyi shi Yu Rang tun tan, the stage direction Zheng mo ji ru qiao xia qian fu ke (Zheng mo rushes down under the bridge and hides himself) is followed by the pursuer s speech that contains the phrase "under the bridge."81 The well appears in four stage directions. In Zhu sha dan di shui fu ou ji, the heroines father is pushed into a well as defined by the stage direction. But the old man, supposedly drowned, makes himself disappear by exiting immediately after the action takes place. The presence of the well is already established by the old mans speech ("I am going to draw water from the well") and his action accompanied by his speech ("I am drawing this 
